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Abstract— Call Level Interfaces (CLI) are difficult to use mainly in intensive database applications with many Create, Read, Update and Delete (CRUD) expressions. As low level API, they are not suited to promote the development process of business tiers as reusable components, leading to the need of writing additional source code whenever a new CRUD expression is needed. To tackle this gap, this paper proposes an architecture for building reusable business tier components herein referred to as Reusable Business Tier Architecture (RBTA). It relies on a single customizable wide typed service to address a business area, such as accounting. The typed service is able to manage all the required CRUD expressions for that business are, which are deployed at runtime in accordance with the user’s needs. The only constraint is that the required service to manage each CRUD expression must be a sub-set of the implemented wide typed service. A proof of concept based on Java Database Connectivity (JDBC) is also presented.
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I. INTRODUCTION (HEADING 1)

Object-oriented and relational paradigms are simply too different to bridge seamlessly, leading to a set of difficulties informally known as impedance mismatch [1]. Impedance mismatch derives from the diverse foundations of both paradigms and has been an open issue for more than 50 years [2]. To tackle impedance mismatch, several solutions have been proposed, including Call Level Interfaces (CLI), Embedded SQL, object-to-relational mapping techniques (O/RM), language extensions and persistent frameworks. These solutions were designed to deal with and hide all the complexity of the translation process between the two paradigms. Among the available solutions, CLI are considered the correct option whenever a fine tune control on the interactions with the host database is a key requirement [2]. In spite of this important advantage, CLI were not designed to build reusable business tier components leading to the following drawbacks: 1) the same Create, Read, Update and Update (CRUD) expression is frequently re-written to address different business needs; 2) whenever a new CRUD expression is needed there is no option than the write the necessary source-code to manage its execution; 3) CLI do not provide any architecture to decouple the development process of business tiers from the development process of application tiers. These drawbacks are increasingly relevant when schemas of databases get more and more complex, when the number of CRUD expressions increases and when the complexity of CRUD expressions increases. In fact, CLI are general low level API that do not provide any architectural policy to be followed during the development process of business tiers to address any of the mentioned drawbacks. They were mainly designed to address the impedance mismatch issue. Figure 1 presents a simple CRUD expression using a CLI, in this case JDBC [3]. It depicts a program to retrieve data from a list of products and to update the attribute unitPrice kept in a table named Products. The list of products to be retrieved and updated is included in List<Integer> productId and the new values for attribute unitPrice are included in List<Float> unitPrice (see arguments of method updUnitPrice). The CRUD expression has to be written (line 46), prepared (line 47-49,51) and executed (line 52). To access the returned attributes, programmers need to master the schema of the returned relation (line 54-56, 58). Moreover, if a new case using the same CRUD expression is needed to update another attribute (UnitsInStock), see Figure 2, it would be necessary to re-write identical source-code for the business tier (including the same CRUD expression) and master the same sub-schema. CLI do not provide any means to avoid the need of mastering database schemas, to prevent the need for re-writing the same CRUD expressions and to prevent the need of writing repeated source-code for business tiers. Another relevant aspect is the tangled source-code of business and application tiers, which prevents software designers to decouple the development process of both tiers. In Figure 1, business source-code (line 46-49, 54-56,58) co-exists with application source-code (line 43-45, 50-60), which is also extensible to Figure 2. These difficulties are particularly

void updUnitPrice(List<Integer> productId, List<Float> unitPrice)
    throws SQLException {
        String sql = "select * from Products where ProductID = ?;";
        ps = conn.prepareStatement(sql);
        ResultSet rs;
        for (int i=0;i<productId.size();i++) {
            ps.setInt(1, productId.get(i));
            rs = ps.executeQuery();
            if ((rs.next()) {
                if (rs.getString("ProductName") == null) {
                    updProducts.set(rs.getInt("SupplierID"));
                    // ... more code
                }
                
                updUnitPrice.get(rs.getInt("ProductID"));
                updateFloat("UnitPrice", uPrice);
                // ... more code
            }
        }

Figure 1. Usage of CLI (JDBC)
Figure 2. Duplication of source code with CLI.

relevant when databases have complex schemas and when business tiers have many and complex CRUD expressions. To tackle these CLI drawbacks, a research has been carried out in the context of Component-Based Software Engineering [4, 5]. Component-based development aims to compose software units from other pre-built software units [4]. At the end, a final software system is not built as a unique block but as a composite of software units known as components [6]. A key aspect for the success of any component is its capability of being adapted to be reused [7] which is improved if another key aspect is also considered: the reuse of computation [8]. Thus, this research is focused on creating an software architecture for building reusable business tier components, herein referred to as the Reusable Business Tier Architecture (RBTA). The adaptation process is carried out in two phases: the static phase and the dynamic phase. During the static phase, reusable business tier components (RBTC) are automatically built from a wide typed service derived from a business schema. The business schema fully addresses a business area, such as accounting, warehouse or sales. During the dynamic phase, CRUD expressions are deployed, at runtime, to address specific users’ needs. The only constraint is that the required service to manage each individual CRUD expression must be a subset of the implemented wide typed service. In this paper a proof of concept is also presented. Throughout this paper, all examples are based on Java, Java Database Connectivity (JDBC) [3], T-SQL (SQL Server) and Northwind Microsoft database [9]. The presented code may not execute properly since we only show the relevant parts for the points under discussion.

This paper is structured as follows: section II presents an overview of the related work; section III introduces Call Level Interfaces; section IV presents the Reusable Business Tier Architecture; section V presents a proof of concept and, finally, section VI concludes and presents future work.

II. RELATED WORK

O/RM tools were devised to create in the object-oriented paradigm static representation models of relational database schemas. The static model is built in a first stage, eventually by a database administrator, and then programmers start the development process. The basic units of the static representation models are classes (entities), each one representing a database table. Through these entities programmers may read data from tables, update data, insert new data and, finally, delete existing data. To support explicit CRUD expressions, O/RM tools provide language extensions and proprietary SQL languages. Despite these advantages, O/RM present several drawbacks: 1) They add an additional overhead when compared to CLI [2]; 2) O/RM tools support but they were not devised to address complex CRUD expressions; 3) O/RM tools provide a set of extended functionalities (support for native and proprietary SQL languages, and language extensions) promoting the tangling of source-code of the business tiers and application tiers; 4) the context in which the extended functionalities of O/RM tools are used does not promote their reuse in different business needs. In spite of these drawbacks, O/RM are powerful tools when the key aspect is restricted to the translation of database tables into object-oriented entities (typed-objects).

Safe Query Objects [10] combine object-relational mapping with object-oriented languages to specify queries using strongly-typed objects and methods, relieving programmers from writing traditional CRUD expressions. They rely on Java Data Objects [11] to provide strongly-typed objects and also to provide data persistence. Safe Query Objects are a promising technique to express queries but they also convey the presented CLI drawbacks. The only exception is the need for writing CRUD expressions. Moreover, although joins can be used for filters, the result is always of a single typed object - there is no possibility to project more than one table. This constraint definitely prevents the use of Safe Query Objects. The paper does not present any performance assessment but as it uses Java Data Objects [11] we may foresee a lower performance than CLI.

SQL DOM [12] generates a Dynamic Link Library containing classes that are strongly-typed to a database schema. These classes are used to construct dynamic CRUD expressions without manipulating any strings. Similarly to Safe Query Objects, SQL DOM does not tackle CLI drawbacks and its performance exhibits very poor results.

Aspect-oriented programming [13] community considers persistence as a crosscutting concern [14]. Several works have been presented but none addresses the points here under consideration. The following works are emphasized: [15] is focused on separating scattered and tangled code in advanced transaction management; [14] addresses persistence relying on AspectJ; [16] presents A04Sql as an aspect-oriented extension for SQL aimed at addressing logging, profiling and runtime schema evolution. It would be interesting to see an aspect-oriented approach for the points herein under discussion.

III. CALL LEVEL INTERFACES

This section briefly introduces the main functionalities of CLI. Their presentation is important to provide some background to understand RBTA functionalities that are directly derived from CLI.

JDBC [3], ODBC [17] and ADO.NET [18] are three representative of CLI. CLI provide a wide set of
functionalities but only those directly related to the execution of CRUD expressions will be considered. Services such as those for managing connections to host databases are out of the scope of this research and not addressed in this paper.

CRUD expressions are executed against the host database and the possible results they produce (only for Select expressions) are locally managed by local memory structures (LMS) - (ResultSet [19] for JDBC, RecordSet [20] for ODBC, DataSet [21] for ADO.NET). Associated with LMS there are two common relational concepts: Relation is a data structure returned from a database schema when a Select is executed. Tuple is a row of one relation. Figure 3 presents a general LMS containing 5 tuples (1 to 5) and 6 attributes (a, b, c, d, e, f). This LMS could have been instantiated to manage the data returned by the following CRUD expression: Select a, b, c, d, e, f from Table Where .... In this case, the CRUD expression has returned 5 tuples and the current selected tuple is row number 2.

Figure 3. LMS with 5 tuples and 6 attributes.

Key services of CLI are organized in three main categories: execution target, scrollability and updatability.

Execution target: it comprises services related to the execution of CRUD expressions. CRUD expressions are executed as compiled-on-the-fly or pre-compiled (when they are to be reused or when they have parameters defined at runtime). Additionally, CLI deal differently with Select expressions from the other three types of CRUD expressions. Select expressions instantiate an LMS while the other types do not. The latter group generates a value for the number of affected rows in the host database.

Scrollability: it comprises services related to the scrolling process on LMS. There are two mutual-exclusive possibilities defined at LMS instantiation time: forward-only – in this case it is only possible to move forward one tuple at a time; scrollable – in this case it is possible to move in any direction and jump several tuples at a time.

Updatability: it comprises services organized in protocols to interact with data contained in LMS. There are two mutual-exclusive possibilities defined at LMS instantiation time: read-only – the content of the LMS is read-only and no changes are allowed; updatable – changes may be performed on LMS (insert new tuples, update tuples and delete tuples). CLI commit these changes into the host database.

IV. RBTA

This section is organized as follows: firstly, Business Tier Interface, which is a key artifact of RBTA, is introduced and presented and, only then RBTA is presented.

A. Business Tier Interface

The RBTA needs to provide a wide typed service to address the needs of a business area. The service may be defined as an interface which is herein known as Business Tier Interface (BTI). BTI accepts and manages the execution of CRUD expressions, deployed at runtime, on behalf of application tiers. There are four types of CRUD expressions (Insert, Select, Update and Delete) each one with its own requirements. Therefore, Business Tier Interface needs to support the four types of CRUD expressions, each one specialized to manage one of the types. One possibility to address this specialization is through the definition of one interface for each type of CRUD expressions. This revealed to be a good approach because in spite of having four specialized interfaces each one could be built from a pool of smaller interfaces herein known as Low Level Interfaces. Basically, each Low Level Interface comprises and organizes a set of coherent and related functionalities of CLI. Then, each specialized interface, herein known as High Level Interface, is built by gathering some of the Low Level Interfaces.

Low Level Interfaces

Figure 4 shows the six low level interfaces: IExecute, IResult, IRead, IWrite, IControl and ISet. Next follows a detailed description for each low level interface.

execute: this method executes the underlying CRUD expression.
returns: void.
args: It is used to define the runtime values for clause conditions of CRUD expressions. It is not possible to foresee all the possibilities for the clause conditions for all CRUD expressions. One possibility to overcome this issue is to define one argument able to support any number of values and of any data type. The chosen approach uses a single array of objects to support any number of clause conditions defined at runtime. Next, an example is shown. The execution of the following Select expression, Select * From Table Where id=@id and value > @value from the application tier point of view, in Java should have the implementation shown in Figure 5.

![Figure 4. Low level interfaces.](image-url)
s.execute(new Object[]{id,value});

Figure 5. Example of execute usage.

**IResult** interface is associated with Insert, Update and Delete CRUD expressions and it is used to collect the number of affected rows as consequence of their execution.

*getNAffectedRows:* this method returns the number of affected rows.

*returns:* number of affected rows.

**ISet** interface is used to set the runtime values for the attributes used on all Insert and Update expressions.

*set:* this method sets the runtime values for the attributes used on all Insert and Update expressions. Although each CRUD expression may have its particular attributes, this method has an independent signature as the one used with the `execute` method.

*returns:* void.

*args:* It is a single array of objects to support any number of values defined at runtime. The case presented for the implementation and for the use of the `execute` method is directly applied to this case.

**IRead** interface usage is restricted to Select expressions. It is used to read attributes from LMS and it comprises as many getter methods as the possible different attributes of all returned relations. Each method’s signature is strictly related to a returned attribute. The presented interface, see Figure 4, suggests that attributes `attrib_1`, ..., `attrib_n` are returned from the host database. Their correspondent data type in the host programming language are `DT1`, ..., `DTn`, respectively. As an example, the two next Select expressions are supported by the IRead interface if their SQL data types are in accordance with the ones defined in the IRead interface. With a single IRead interface we open the possibility to read attributes from LMS filled with different Select expressions. The only constraint is that the schema of the returned relation must be contained the implemented IRead interface.

    Select attrib_1, attrib_3, attrib_7 from ...
    Select attrib_10, attrib_1, attrib_30 from ...

**IWrite** interface usage is restricted to Select expressions. It is used to write values into attributes of LMS and it comprises as many setter methods as the possible different updatable attributes of all returned relations. Each method’s signature is strictly related to a returned attribute. The presented IWrite interface in Figure 4 suggests that attributes `attrib_1`, ..., `attrib_n` are of data type `DT1`, ..., `DTn`, respectively. Similarly to IRead, a single IWrite interface opens the possibility to write on updatable attributes of LMS filled with different Select expressions.

**IControl** interface usage is restricted to Select expressions. It may comprise other methods depending on the particular implementation. We have only shown some of the most important methods:

*hasNext:* this method moves the cursor one tuple forward and points to the next available tuple.

*returns:* boolean (true – there is next tuple, false – otherwise)

*updateRow:* this method commits changes previously made through **IWrite** interface.

*returns:* void.

*insertRow:* this method commits a new row previously inserted through the **IWrite** interface.

*returns:* void.

*deleteRow:* this method deletes the current selected row.

*returns:* void.

From the six low-level interfaces, only IRead and IWrite are customizable to address each business area or, in other words, each RBTC. They depend on the schema of all possible returned relations. All other low-level interfaces are immutable and, therefore, are shared by all RBTC. This is an important issue because it has a significant impact on minimizing the necessary effort to accomplish the static adaptation process of RBTC.

**High level interfaces**

The four High Level Interfaces are presented in Figure 6, one for each type of CRUD expression: ISelect, IInsert, IUpdate and IDelete. Next, we will thoroughly explain the composition of each high-level interface.

**ISelect:** Select expressions are managed by the ISelect interface which comprises four low-level interfaces: 1) IExecute to execute Select expressions and also for setting the runtime values of their clause conditions, 2) IRead to read the attributes of the returned relations and 3) IWrite to change the contents of returned relations, and 4) IControl to control some actions on the returned relations, such as commit changes into databases and the scrolling process.

**IInsert:** Insert expressions are managed by the IInsert interface which comprises three low-level interfaces: 1) IExecute to execute Insert expressions and 2) ISet to set the runtime values for the column list and 3) IResult to get the number of modified rows in the host table as consequence of the CRUD execution.

**IUpdate:** Update expressions are managed by the IUpdate interface which comprises the same low-level interfaces as IInsert.

**IDelete:** Delete expressions are managed by the IDelete interface which comprises two low-level interfaces: 1) IExecute to execute Delete expressions and to set the runtime values of their clause conditions and 2) IResult to get the number of deleted rows in the host table as consequence of the CRUD execution. Thus, the four facets of Business Tier Interfaces are: ISelect, IInsert, IUpdate and IDelete.

Each High-Level interface is associated with a CRUD expression type and for each one, one Business Tier Entity.
(BTE) is defined. A Business Tier Entity is a software unit responsible for the implementation of one of the High-Level interfaces. An instance of a Business Tier Entity is herein known as Business Tier Worker (BTW). Additional details are provided in the next sub-section.

B. RBTA Presentation

Beyond the previous interfaces the RBTA needs additional services to be able to promote the development of reusable components. Therefore, we start to introduce IConfig, IUser and ISession, see Figure 7. Then, the final architecture is presented.

IConfig interface is used to deploy CRUD expressions at runtime. This possibility allows RBTC to be adapted at runtime to cope with different needs of different users. Each CRUD expression is attached (addCRUD) and detached (removeCRUD) to a type of Business Tier Entity identified by the argument crudType. Each CRUD expression (crud) is uniquely identified by its id (crudId) for each Business Tier Entity type. This way, each user is able to use and execute the set of CRUD expressions that address its specific needs.

IUser interface is used to create sessions. A session owns a private connection to the host database.

ISession interface is the factory of RBTA and it is used by application tiers to create Business Tier Workers. There is one method for each type of Business Tier Entity, createBTW_S has two additional arguments to allow a full control on the functionalities to be provided by LMS. Additionally, it extends an ITransaction interface for managing database transactions.

createBTW_S: this method creates a Business Tier Worker instance of type Select.

returns: ISelect.

createBTW_I: this method creates a Business Tier Worker instance of type Insert.

returns: Insert.

createBTW_U: this method creates a Business Tier Worker instance of type Update.

returns: IUpdate.

createBTW_D: this method creates a Business Tier Worker instance of type Delete.

returns: IDelete.

ITransaction is not described but it comprises the traditional services used to manage database transactions, such as: begin transaction, commit transaction and rollback transaction.

Figure 8 presents a class diagram for RBTA. The entry point is the public static method createRBTC of RBTC which creates a new instance of an RBTC and returns IRBTC interface. The arguments are not shown but at least the information to establish a connection to a database is necessary. From IRBTC interface, users access RBTC functionalities: IConfig to configure RBTC and IUser to create new sessions. Each type of CRUD expression is managed by a different type of Business Tier Entity: BTE_S for Select, BTE_I for Insert, BTE_U for Update and BTE_D for Delete CRUD expressions.
V. PROOF OF CONCEPT
A proof of concept based on Java and JDBC (sqljdbc4) for SQL Server 2008 was developed. Tests have been concluded and a trial version may be downloaded from here1. A new component was built: Business Tier Component Builder (BTC Builder). BTC Builder is used to automatically create and compile the source code for components based on RBTA. The biggest challenge was centered on the approach to be followed to formalize IRead and IWrite interfaces. Several approaches were considered, among them XML and standard Java interfaces. In spite of being less expressive than XML, Java interfaces proved to be an efficient and effective approach. Programmers do not need to use a different development environment, interfaces are basic entities of any object-oriented programming language and are widely used, interfaces are easily edited and maintained and, finally, IRead and IWrite have also been defined as interfaces. These were the fundamental reasons for having opted for Java interfaces in detriment of XML. IRead and IWrite are the only low-level interfaces that vary from component to component. In spite of being two different interfaces, one of them is easily inferred if the other one is known. Figure 9 and Figure 10 partially presents IRead and IWrite interfaces used in the scenario herein implemented (tables and attributes were renamed to avoid duplicated attribute names). The signature of each method is mandatorily based on the correspondent attribute schema: name and data type. If an attribute attrib is of data type varchar then the getter and setter methods are String attrib() and void attrib(String att), respectively. Thus, to build a component derived from RBTA, it is only necessary to write one interface and then, through a tool, automatically create its source-code. In our case, BTC Builder uses reflection on IRead interfaces to build RBTC.

A scenario was defined and created to evaluate the RBTA. Two Select expressions were written to project all attributes of two tables: Categories (s1) and Products (s2). For the same two tables, two insert expressions (i1, i2), two update expressions (u1, u2) and two delete expressions (d1, d2) were edited. Figure 11 presents the source code to configure RBTC. Each CRUD expression is deployed to the associated Business Tier Entity type. From now on, they reside in a pool and may be re-used by application tiers whenever necessary. Figure 12 presents the source code to implement the case shown in Figure 1. There is no need to master the database schema, there is no need to write any CRUD expression and there is no need to write source code for the business tier part. RBTC provides schema-driven and

---


---
type-safe methods to access each attribute, and CRUD expressions are selected from a pool. CRUD expressions are easily used and reused as shown in Figure 13, which implements the case shown in Figure 2. Here, once again, there is no need to master database schemas in spite of using an additional attribute (line 167) and no need to re-write any CRUD expression or need to re-write source-code as happened in Figure 2. The counterpart to obtain these advantages is limited to the effort of writing an IRead interface and the required CRUD expressions.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

CLI are tools used to build business tiers whenever a fine tune control on the interactions with host databases is a key requirement. In spite of this relevant advantage, four drawbacks of CLI were emphasized. To tackle these drawbacks, and simultaneously keep CLI advantages, an architecture has been proposed: RBTA. A proof of concept based on JDBC has been presented. From the proof of concept, the following conclusions are taken: 1) Programmers are relieved from mastering database schemas. This advantage of RBTA comes from its schema-driven and type-safe approach for the signatures of all getter and setter methods. 2) Programmers do not need to re-write the same CRUD expression more than once. RBTA provides a pool service through which programmers manage the availability and the use of CRUD expressions. 3) Programmers do not need to go through the traditional and manual maintenance activities of source code of business tiers. If new CRUD expressions are needed (or updated) and their CRUD schemas are within the implemented Business Tier Interface, then no maintenance is required. If the new CRUD schemas are not within the implemented Business Tier Interface, then there is the need to add (update) the new attributes to the IRead interface and automatically rebuild the new component. 4) Unlike CLI and other O/RM tools, RBTA provides an environment where business tiers and applications tiers are completely decoupled. The counterpart to achieve these advantages is the need to write and maintain an IRead interface and submit it to a tool responsible for building RBTC, which is an automated process. Another key advantage of RBTA is that RBTC, unlike CLI, transform runtime errors into compile errors. If the name of an attribute is modified, a new RBTC is statically built. Then, when the application tier is re-compiled, the compiler will detect all errors where the source-code of application tiers was not updated. With CLI, names of attributes are encoded inside strings, this way preventing any disconformity from being detected at compile time.

In order to evaluate the possibility of using other technologies than CLI, an RBTC was manually built in C#, ADO.NET and SQL Server 2008. The achieved success proved that RBTA is flexible enough to be used with different technologies. From our experience with O/RM tools, namely Java Persistence API, it is our belief that RBTA may also be used. However, RBTA is so easy to be used with CLI that it would only bring disadvantages if used with O/RM tools, namely because of their induced overhead.

In future work, we plan to build a tool to help the building and maintaining processes of IRead interfaces. Basically it reads the schema of database tables and proposes the methods to be contained by IRead. Additionally, it will be possible to define methods not directly derived from the database schema in order to support user defined attributes.
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